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Abstract
Accent is a critically important component of spoken communication, and plays a very
important role in spoken communication. In this paper, we conduct accent by using
MFCC algorithm and RASTA - PLP algorithm to extract short-time spectrum features of
each speech segment based on features structured information. We build short-time
spectrum feature sets based on MFCC algorithm and RASTA - PLP algorithm. And we
choose NaiveBayes classifier to model the two feature sets. NaiveBayes is to choose the
class with maximum posteriori probability as the object's class. This classification method
makes full use of the related phonetic features of speech segment. Based on short-time
spectrum of MFCC feature set and short-time spectrum of RASTA - PLP feature set
respectively achieve 82.1% and 80.8% accent detection accuracy on ASCCD. The
experimental results indicate that based on sub-segment splicing feature structured
method of MFCC and sub-segment splicing feature structured method of RASTA - PLP
can be used in Chinese accent detection study.
Keywords: accent, feature structured, short-time spectrum features, accent detection

1. Introduction
The technology of Chinese accent detection is an important part in the field of
prosodic features study. Prosodic features include accent, tone, and intonation, etc.
Firstly, we study the accent in the prosodic features, because the accent plays a very
important role in language communication.
Accent belongs to the concept of auditory perceptive category. From the
perspective of the listener, the accent mainly indicates those words that sound more
prominent than the word or words rounding [1]. A highlight is the prominent degree
of sound or syllables in a context than other sound or syllables. Duration, pitch,
accent and intensity are factors that affect the relative highlight [2-3]. Accent has a
certain level in cognitive performance, such as word, phrase and sentence rhythm.
The influence of the accent information loaded by the syllables should be different
in diverse ranges. Accent information loaded by some syllables is just inside the
prosodic word, and some syllables loading accent information is within the scope of
the prosodic phrases or sentences. Respectively, those are called word accent and
sentence accent [4-5]. Therefore, the study of accent must be limited within a
certain level. This paper limits the accent within word accent.
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Thanks to accent, people's language sounds cadenced rather than straightforward
way. In addition, the accent avoids ambiguity and strengthens the role of semantic
meaning. For example, "I was terrified," accent falls on the "I" and landed on the
"terrified", which emphasize the content of the sentence is not the same. Again, for
example, "He called you to go yesterday," if the accent falls on the "yesterday" and
"you", although the same semantics, but the speaker emphasize content is different.
Chinese accent detection is the analysis of the speech signal processing . It
extracts the speech features and sets up a corresponding speech model to determine
each syllable. This paper mainly studies the MFCC and RASTA-PLP algorithms and
constructs the MFCC and RASTA-PLP sub-segment splicing feature sets.
This paper introduces research situation in the second part. The third part
introduces MFCC feature extraction process. The fourth part introduces RASTA PLP feature extraction process. The fifth part describes sub-segment splicing
features structured. It introduces the ASCDD reading text corpus in the sixth part.
The seventh part describes experiment environment, and analyzes the experimental
results. The eighth part describes the development trend of this research field.

2. Related Research
Review the domestic accent detection technology.Hu Weixiang et al., [4] used
duration and pitch acoustic related feature set and the adopt differentiation based on
classification and regression tree to detect accent model. The Chinese accent
detection accuracy can reach 80% on ASCCD. Shao Yanqiu et al., [1] used neural
network with acoustic related features, linguistic features and compounded features
to detect Chinese accent. The Chinese accent detection accuracy can reach 78.4%,
83.2% and 84.3%. Chen Nan et al., [6] proposed pitch synchronous features and
pitch synchronous peak based on dynamic frame to detect English accent, which
used a combination of new features and traditional features. It can decrease error
rate of 6.65%. Chen Nan et al., [7] used nonlinear weighted energy features and
combined with the characteristics of traditional features to detect English accent.
The nonlinear weighted energy features was more robust than the traditional
features. The combination with new features and traditional features can decrease
error rate of 3.58%. From the perspective of auditory model, Chen Nan et al., [8]
also used instantaneous frequency and intensity information of pitch synchronous
peak amplitude features to detect accent at the same time. Li Kun et al., [9] used the
features of auditory perception with half interval and loudness features, and the
normalization of the syllable peak instead of the average. The system accuracy
reached 78.7%, and missing rate is 9.37%. On this basis, the model based on the
masking was also put forward, and the system accuracy increased to 83.4%. Thus,
missing rate dropped to 5.72%. NiChongJia and others [10-11] did the further
research for the Chinese accent detecting. They made the use of acoustical relevant
features and the grammar and dictionary relevant features to detect accent by
boosting integration classification and regression tree. And they used the grammar
and dictionary relevant features to detect accent by condition random field
constructing a model. And finally, they integrated the Boosting classification and
regression tree model and conditional random field model to gain higher recognition
rate of hybrid model. It can achieve 76.3% on ASCCD corpus detection accuracy. Li
Xin guang et al., [12] studied the English sentence objective evaluation system
based on accent and rhythm. It divided English accent sentences by extracting the
energy features of speech.
Current detection methods were generally based on the syllable to extract
acoustic features and statistical features. This paper presents a structured
improvement program for NaiveBayes input feature, which is the short -time
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spectrum method based on the features structured. All speech frames are divided
into many segments on average for a word. The method is equivalent to that the
duration, pitch, initial consonant and vowel divided into many segments. It seems
that short-time spectrum feature based on the features structured contains more
information, which can reflect the details of speech and detect accent more
powerfully.

3. MFCC Feature Extraction
3.1. Mel Frequency Cestrum Coefficient (MFCC)
The human ear has different perception on different frequency of speech.
Research shows that there is a linear relationship between awareness and frequency
below the frequency of 1000 Hz. And above the frequency of 1000 Hz, there is a
logarithm relationship between auditory perception ability and frequency . So people
put forward the concept of Mel frequency, its meaning is: 1Mel is 1/1000 of the
1000 Hz tone perception level. Frequency f and Mel frequency conversion formula
is M e l ( f )  2 5 9 5 lg 1  f / 7 0 0 
(1) F is frequency, unit: Hz.
3.2. Standard MFCC Extraction Process
MFCC is based on the concept of the Mel frequency, and that its extraction and
the calculation process are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. MFCC Extraction Process
Extraction and calculation process is:
(1) The wav voice signal s (n) after pre-emphasis, framing and adding window
module processing get the time domain signals of each speech frame x (n). In the
pre-emphasis module, this paper adopts digital filter H (z) = 1 - μ z – 1. The value
of μ is 0.97.
(2) The time domain signal x (n) after a number of 0 to form long for the sequence
of n (n=1024 in this paper), and then after Fourier transform (FFT) modules, it
become linear spectrum x (k),
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Type: N - points of Fourier transform.
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Mel filter center frequency is defined as

f (m ) 

N
Fs

B

1

( B ( f1 )  m

B ( f h )  B ( f1 )
M 1

)

Where: f1, fm - the lowest frequency and the highest frequency of the filter
frequency range of applications, Fs - sampling frequency, N - FFT transform points.
Where: B  1 ( b )  7 0 0 ( e b /1 1 2 5  1)
(3) The above (2) linear spectrum X (k) obtained by Mel frequency spectral filter
bank module and processed by the logarithmic energy spectrum obtained on the
number of S (m).
N 1

2

S ( m )  ln   X ( k ) 

m

 k  ,

0≤ m＜M

(3)

k 1

The Mel frequency filter group set 20 band pass filter H (k) for voice frequency
range, each filter has triangular filter property.
(4) The logarithm spectrum S (m) transform cepstrum domain after discretion
cosine transforms (DCT). Mel frequency cepstrum coefficient can be obtained.
M 1

c(n) 


m 0
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 n(m  )

2 
S (m ) cos 

M





, 0≤ m＜M

(4)

4. RASTA - PLP Feature extraction
4.1. Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP)
PLP parameter is a kind of characteristic parameters based on auditory model. The
feature parameters are a set of coefficients of polynomial. It is equivalent to a kind of LPC
(Linear Prediction Coefficient) [13]. The difference is that PLP technology transforms the
conclusions into engineering process by using the method of approximate calculation. And
PLP technology applies it to the frequency spectrum analysis. The input speech signals
treated by auditory model replace traditional LPC analysis using the time domain signal.
After the processing, the speech of the spectrum considered auditory characteristic, thus it
is advantageous to the speech feature extraction [14].
4.2. Standard PLP Extraction Process
PLP technology mainly imitates the perception mechanism of the auditory in the three
levels [15]:
(1) the critical frequency band analysis;
(2) the loudness curve pre-emphasis;
(3) signal strength - auditory loudness transform.
PLP feature extraction step as shown in the figure below.
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Figure 2. The Extraction Process of PLP
(1) Spectrum analysis
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Speech signal after sampling, framing, adding window, and discretion Fourier
transform, take a short speech spectrum of real part and imaginary part of the sum of
2

squares, get short time power spectrum p ( f )  R x  X ( f )   I m  X ( f ) 
(2) Critical frequency band analysis
The division of critical band reflects the human ear auditory masking effect and is the
embodiment of the human ear auditory model. Using the formula



Z ( f )  6 ln

f / 6 0 0   f / 6 0 0   1


2

0 .5

2



(2)

The frequency of the shaft f of Spectrum f P (f) will be mapped to Bark frequency Z, a
total of 17 bands.
This weighting coefficient 17 for each frequency band in the energy spectrum and the
formula (3) are multiplied by the summation of the critical bandwidth of the auditory
 Z  Z0 k
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Z  Z 0 ( k )   1 .3

This

Z 0 (k )

represents the k-th critical band center frequency of the auditory spectrum.

(3) Such as loudness pre-emphasis
Using simulated human ear is about 40 dB equal loudness curves E (f) for pre-emphasis.
That Γ  k  E  f 0  k     k  ,  k  1, 2 , … ， 17  .
(5)
K denotes a center frequency of the auditory critical band corresponding to a frequency
spectrum (in Hz). That is
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(4) Loudness intensity transformation
In order to simulate the strength of the nonlinear relationship between the voice and ear
feeling of the loudness of strength - loudness is transformationΦ  k   Γ  k 

0 .3 3

(7)

After the discretion flourier transformation, 12 orders all pole model is calculated by the
Durbin algorithm. And the 16th order cestrum coefficient is also calculated. The end result
is the PLP feature parameters.
4.3. RASTA Filter to Improve PLP Parameter
RASTA is a robust method that is not sensitive to the human auditory excitation source
for grading by the designed. It can work in the logarithmic domain and cepstral domain.
Speech spectrums are filtered through a sequence of speech and inhibit signal slowly
varying spectral components from the speech spectrum in order to eliminate the effect of
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channel distortion [16]. Perception experiments show, RASTA (Relative-Spectra) is a
technology that is able to suppress PLP feature effective channel distortion. Perception
also noted that the human auditory perception characteristic can suppress non-stationary
linguistic background and voice information and can enhance the change [14]. Therefore,
speech analysis method based on the characteristics of auditory perception is in favor of
robust speech recognition.
Changes with respect to the transmission channel are constant and slowly vary relative
change of the voice. RASTA-PLP technology use the relative stationarity of transmission
channel on each PLP in the logarithmic spectral bands and employ a very low frequency
of the low-side band to pass filter for filtering processing instead of the usual short-time
spectrum. And its high-pass section is conducive to inhibition of convolution noise in the
channel, and the low-pass section helps smooth short-time spectral analysis due to
changes among frames. We solve RASTA-PLP parameters after the critical band analysis.
The auditory critical band spectral value input a band-pass filter. And then this paper
extracts PLP for the result. Lastly, we can obtain the final parameters RASTA-PLP. The
H

z 

0 .1 

2 z
z

transfer function for

4

1

 z

3

 2z

4

 1  0 .9 8 z 
1

(8)

Because PLP parameters have auditory perceptual features, RASTA is to eliminate
noise interference technology. So RASTA-PLP speech feature is reliable and effective in
speech recognition. And it is higher robust.

5. Sub-Segment Splicing Features Structured
HMM can deal with different timing variables, but NaiveBayes only handle fixedlength input vector. Hence, if we use NaiveBayes to detect accents with length ranging
speech segments (number of frames), and it must be converted into a unified dimension
features. Common treatment methods of the dimension include re-sampling, based on the
average frame, based on the state of stitching and so on. Figure 3 shows the literature [17]
using a linear re-sampling feature normalization schematic manner (for example, with "I"
word). In fact, this practice only use a part of the speech frame information. Figure 4
shows the frame-based average (Frame-averaged) feature normalization schematic way
used in literature [18]. Each frame is directly as the input vector of NaiveBayes feature.
And NaiveBayes uses the output of each frame on average. Figure 5 shows schematic
diagram based on the state-concatenated warping feature in literature [18]. It uses HMM
to determine the state of the further sequence of speech segment. It spliced mean feature
vectors of each state corresponding to forming a fixed dimension composite feature
vector. To take full advantage of speech segment feature information, this paper
introduces features stitching treatment program based on NaiveBayes input requirements
and features of the speech signal. The all voice features in the frames are divided into
multiple segments based on the sub-segment that each syllable speech frames as a unit.
The speech of this subdivision is called short-time spectral features shown in Figure 6.
Speech segments of a syllable of the former sub-segment and sub-segment after stitching
are shown in Figure 7, Figure 8.
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Figure 7. A Complete Speech Syllable Frames

Figure 8. Full Speech Frames a Syllable is Divided into 18 Sections
The timing of the speech determines that we must consider the time change of
frequency domain when we conduct the acoustic model for speech. Linear re-sampling
scheme described the timing feature to some extent. However, variation characteristic of
each phoneme segment frame is not deeply dig. Re-sampling frames can not adequately
describe the characteristic properties of the phoneme segment (the number of sampling
frames is too few to loss information, and the number of sampling frames is too more to
increase the characteristic dimension). The average of the frames does not reflect the
changes in the timing of the features due to the direct manipulation program for each
speech frame isolated. It is essentially segmental modeling for phoneme segments state
stitching method and sub-segments stitching. It strengthened the dynamics of timing
described. However, the splicing process is based on the average characteristics of each
state of the stitching, which requires prior to work out by the corresponding HMM state
sequence, so it increases the amount of computation. Compared with based on the state of
stitching, the method based on sub-segment stitching has small amount of calculation, and
yet. Fully reflect the syllable internal speech change process.

6. ASCCD
ASCCD applies to the study of language speech, speech engineering development and
mandarin teaching. Corpus contains eighteen narrative texts and discussing discourses.
Each text contains three to five paragraphs, and each paragraph has five hundred to six
hundred syllables. A total of this corpus is nine thousand syllables. There have ten people,
five women and five men. They are recorded as M001, M002, M003, M004, M005, F001,
F002, F003, F004, and F005. All syllables are annotated. Speech segment uses SAMPA C standard labeling [19]. Rhythm uses the C - ToBI tagging system. It annotates pinyin,
initial and final, tone and marking the syllable prosodic information level and sentence
accent boundary [20]. Accent of each unit of rhythmic is divided into level zero, one, two
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and three. Select one of the voice file f00101_01.wav and an annotation file f00101_01.
TextGrid, with PRAAT software view as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 1. The Corresponding Voice Files and Annotation Instances
Accent has rhythm structure corresponding Chinese hierarchy. The heaviest prosodic
syllable weighs the phonetic symbol of one, the secondary prosodic phrase weighs the
heaviest syllable the phonetic symbol of two, mainly the heaviest prosodic phrase syllable
the phonetic symbol is three, zero indicates unstressed, namely normal pronunciation. In
this study, we divide syllables into normal pronunciation and accent. We don’t distinguish
the differences among them. We consider prosodic word accent and the secondary
prosody phrase (MIP) accent as a normal pronunciation, only the main rhythm of phrases
(MAP) accent as stressed. ASCCD of accent distribution in the corpus as shown in Table
1.
Table 1. Distribution of Accent in ASCCD Corpus
pronunciation

the number of syllables

the percentage

all

87586

100.00

normal pronunciation

76860

87.75

accent

10726

12.25

7. Test and Analysis of Experimental Results
7.1. Experiment Environments
On Chinese language corpus ASCCD, we choose F001, F002, F003 and F005 four as
training set, and select F004 one as testing set. In a sentence level, the size of the training
set and testing set is 4:1. On the syllable level training set contains 35060 syllables. On
the testing set contains 8761 syllables, including about 964 in the accent syllables. This
paper uses machine learning classification methods. This method extracts relevant
features from the existing training set, such as acoustic features, based on short-time
spectrum of MFCC features, based short-time spectrum of RASTA - PLP features, and
optimization fusion features. This paper input these features and trains the model, using
the trained model to generate the rhythm in the end. For machine learning method, we
firstly choice WEKA NaiveBayes classifier. The classification principle of NaiveBayes
classifier is the prior probability through an object using the Bayesian formula to calculate
the probabilistic and following which object belongs to a kind of probability. And we
choose the class with maximum a posteriori probability to be as [21] the objects
belonging to the class and use the WEKA training by default setting.
Short-time spectrum features of speech frames of each syllable for a unit, these frames
are divided into many segments every feature on average. The number of speech frames is
different for every syllable. But detection on the basis of classifiers needs the same length
of input variables. Therefore, we must transform short-time spectrum features of the
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different number of speech frames into the uniform features. The dimensions of the
treatment methods mainly are re-sampling, based on the frame average, based on state
splicing, and based on features structured, etc. This paper chose the method based on
features structured. For this method reflects the syllables in speech change process. The
calculation is less and the speed is much more.
7.2. The Method Based on MFCC Feature
In the short-time spectral features based on MFCC, the recognition rate of accent
detection is shown below for different numbers of sub-segment.

Figure 1. Under Different Segment Number Based on MFCC Feature
From the above chart we can see the short-time spectrum features from five subsegments to 20 sub-segments that the short-time spectral features of different subsegments of the recognition rate change is not large. They are maintained at about 80%.
When a speech segment is divided into 18 sub-segments, the short-time spectral features
the highest recognition rate is 82.1%. In this paper, short-time spectral features of 18 subsegments extracts MFCC parameters (dimension of 13) in each sub-segment of the
maximum, minimum and mean. It builds short-time spectral feature sets based MFCC and
makes a total of 13 * 18 * 3 = 702 features.
7.3. The Method Based on RASTA - PLP Feature
In the short-time spectral features based on RASTA - PLP, the recognition rate of
accent detection is shown below for different numbers of sub-segment.

Figure 1. Under Different Segment Number Based on RASTA - PLP Feature
From the above chart we can see the short-time spectrum features from five subsegments to 20 sub-segments that the short-time spectral features of different subsegments of the recognition rate change is not large. They are maintained at about
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80%. There is a significant decline in 14 sub-segments. It is gradually increased
from 15 sub-segments spectrum features to 18 sub-segments short-time spectrum
features. The recognition rate in 18 sub-segments reach to the highest of 80.8%. In
this paper, short-time spectral features of 18 sub-segments extracts RASTA - PLP
parameters (dimension of 9) in each sub-segment of the maximum, minimum and
mean. It builds short-time spectral feature sets based RASTA - PLP and makes a
total of 9*18*3=486 features.
7.4. MFCC and RASTA - PLP Contrast
MFCC parameters describe the spectral envelope of showing the channel, which it
ignores the impact of the pitch frequency. The perceptual linear prediction coefficient
(PLP) takes advantage of the psychological awareness. PLP coefficient has more robust
than the linear prediction coefficients to noise.
Based on MFCC short-time spectrum features and RASTA - PLP short-time spectrum
features divided into 18 are the highest recognition rate. The recognition rate is stationary
based on short-time spectral features of MFCC from 5 sub-segments to 20 sub-segments.
The recognition rate is some ups and downs based on the RASTA – PLP short-time
spectrum features from sub-segments 5 to 20 sub-segments. Known from the analysis of
the above, this is a little difference caused by the different of the MFCC and RASTA PLP.
7.5. The Result of the Experiment and Analysis
Chinese accent detection accuracy
Feature name

Accuracy

MFCC(18 sub-segments)

82.1%

RASTA-PLP(18
subsegments)
literature[4] duration and
pitch acoustic related feature
sets

80.8%

literature
[1]

acoustic
related features

78.4%

linguistic
related features

83.2%

compounded
features

84.3%

literature[10]
relevant features
grammar
and
relevant features

acoustical
and the
dictionary

80%

76.3%

In linguistics, each speech contains two aspects: segment information (information
constitutes a single phoneme syllables, such as consonants, vowels, etc.) and
suprasegmental information (from phonemes or phoneme group loads, including audio
high intensity, duration and other sound cues, such as tone, accent, etc.). Suprasegmental
information also called prosodic information. In Chinese, accented syllables and
unaccented syllables in pitch, intensity, and speech structure are different. Each
pronunciation of Chinese characters is made of consonants and vowels. Consonant
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pronunciation part of the time is short, intense signal changes; while the time of the part
of vowel pronunciation is long, the signal is relative stable [22-23].
Short-time spectrum features within a syllable concatenation are able to descript
duration, intensity, initial and final more detailed of the length of each speech segment.
Intensity, consonants and vowels make the distinction between accented and unaccented
further characterization, thus it makes the accent more prominent. Additionally, Mel
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients MFCC and RASTA-PLP take advantage of the
characteristics of the human ear's auditory perception. The combination of features and
sound generation mechanism, which better simulate the human ear to the voice signal
processing that extracts the features to reflect the unique nature of the auditory system.
Therefore, based on the short-time spectrum MFCC feature set and RASTA-PLP feature
set can obtain better recognition rate in Chinese accent detection research. The
experimental results also confirmed this speculation.

8. Summary and Outlook
This paper describes the short-time spectral MFCC feature set based on features
structured and RASTA-PLP feature set based on features structured. Then, the paper uses
the classification algorithm NaiveBayes to model on ASCCD with the current short-time
spectral features. NaiveBayes select the class with the largest posterior probability so that
the object belongs to the class; this classification method makes full use the voice-related
features of current voice. Experimental results show that the short-time spectral MFCC
feature set based on features structured and RASTA-PLP feature set based on features
structured have a high recognition rate. In the future, we will want to simplify the use of
features or improve MFCC and RASTA-PLP algorithm. Other we will design to extract a
minimum features to get higher recognition rate.
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